
‘A Ceremonial Ensemble: Michaelangelo’s Last Judgement and the Capella Paolina

Frescoes’, by Margaret Kuntz. This paper expands the examination of The Last Judgement

to incorporate Michaelangelo’s frescoes in the Capella Paolina; a subject which, as the

author notes, is often overlooked in academic literature.

Importantly, The Last Judgement is also considered in a more detailed historical

context. An understanding of the changes in visual representation engendered by the

Council of Trent is vital in understanding the subsequent history of the work. An

associated subject, which is raised in the introduction but not pursued in main body

of the text, is the issue of post-Michaelangelo alterations to The Last Judgement,

beginning with those of his student Daniele da Volterra. It is an interesting paradox

that the fresco, which is the subject of such intense academic scrutiny, is nevertheless

an amalgam of the work of several artists and not in its original uncensored form.

Together, the four books under review ably demonstrate that significant possibi-

lities remain in the study of Italian Renaissance art, even in the context of its leading

names. It is evident that in the consideration of figures such as Michaelangelo and

Raphael, fresh approaches to established subjects should be welcomed. Similarly,

Johnson’s introductory text demonstrates the vast scope of the Renaissance and

underlines the importance of continuing to break new ground.

Sarah Clough Edwards

University of Reading

ART OR HISTORY?
The Pollaiuolo Brothers. The Arts of Florence and Rome by Alison Wright,

New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005, 585 pp., 50 col. plates

170 b. & w. illus., d45.00

This is a big book in every sense of the word. Weighing in at a hefty 3.6 kg, it is made

up of 575 printed pages (of which almost 100 are footnotes) and 350 spectacular

figures. It is easy, therefore, to become distracted by the sheer physicality of Alison

Wright’s The Pollaiuolo Brothers, to end up turning the pages and admiring the pictures.

It is surprising to find, however, that this seemingly non-scholarly approach works

well. Wright’s great strength is her sensitive observation of the Pollaiuolo ‘look’ and

her carefully chosen images construct their own argument, one that has to do with a

distinctive Pollaiuolesque style that can be mapped across a wide range of media in

the second half of the fifteenth century. Moving from close-up details of silver cruci-

fixes, relics and silk embroideries to monumental altarpieces, engravings, bronze

statuettes and parade armour, Wright presents a strong case for the concept of a

characteristic disegno that underpins all these diverse wares. Using numerous visual

cross-references, she similarly demonstrates the engagement of both Antonio and

Piero with Florentine traditions, as well as their innovative contributions to the new

all’antica forms that were increasingly in demand from discerning fifteenth-century

patrons. As a further reward, photographs of rarely reproduced three-dimensional

objects, such as silverware or embroidery, are presented in rich colour, making it clear

why they were the focus of such care and investment.
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Reviewers are not allowed simply to look, however. They also have to read. In doing

so, what emerged was, first, the depth of information and detail that Wright has

mastered on these two artists, and, second, the more vexing question of the role

played by a Renaissance biography today. This is not the first monograph on the

Pollaiuolo brothers to appear in English, The first, by Maud Crutwell, was published in

1907; another was written by Leopold Ettlinger in 1978 and there have been further

works in Italian as well as numerous specialist studies.1 In the cases of Crutwell and

Ettlinger, the authors provided a brief biographical sketch, one that focused primarily

on Antonio (and in Crutwell’s case dismisses Piero completely as a hopeless painter),

and then moved on to discuss works in chronological order, concluding with the last

major pieces, the tombs of Sixtus IV and Innocent VIII in Rome. Each author finished

with a catalogue and a documentary appendix.

The format is long-lived and one with which Italian Renaissance scholars still feel

comfortable today. Pollauiolo’s contemporary Andrea del Verrochio has recently

benefited from two such monographic studies.2 Wright also follows in this tradition,

aiming for a comprehensive overview of her artists and their works. Following a

biographical introduction, she organizes her arguments both chronologically and

thematically around types of artistic production, with chapters on secular paintings,

portraits, altarpieces, bronze statuettes and tombs. This is followed by a ‘List of Works’,

effectively a catalogue raisonné that deals with attributions and records lost works.

The volume finishes with transcriptions of new documents and an extensive biblio-

graphy (not to mention those extensive footnotes). Thus the primary difference

between Wright’s volume and earlier biographies lies not in its organization but in

the extraordinary depth and detail of her investigation; she seems to have gone back

and checked every single published documentary reference and found many more.

The same rigorous approach is also to be found in her sometimes tentative but always

interesting engagements with broader questions posed by contemporary theoretical

questions. It is not common to see a discussion of stylistic identity outlined in terms of

Bourdieu’s habitus, but in Wright’s hands these conjunctions are never anachronistic

and one often looked for more. Indeed, there is a sense that the traditional mono-

graphic form, with its emphasis on comprehensiveness, attributions and individual

artistic identitity, may have prevented such departures from the norm.

We are now becoming accustomed to the idea that there were multi-talented,

versatile artists working with equal facility in painting, sculpture and architecture well

before Michelangelo. Pollaiuolo was one of these, a maestro di disegno, whose drawing

skills allowed for the transfer of design ideas across different media. His initial training

was as a goldsmith, a conventional pattern for many Florentine artists as the guild was

a prestigious one and employment prospects were good. There were many sub-speci-

alities, such as the battilori (male and female) who produced the finely beaten gold that

was then wrapped around silk thread before being woven or embroidered. But the best

goldsmiths had a wide range of abilities, including the drawing skills that allowed

them to present ideas to patrons who were concerned about the substantial invest-

ments they were making in reliquaries, tableware, rings, belts and other jewellery.

Both Brunelleschi and Ghiberti began their careers as goldsmiths before moving on to

employment as sculptors and architects. Antonio Pollaiuolo also followed this trajec-

tory, starting in silver and then moving on to work on painted altarpieces, frescoes,

embroidery and bronze sculpture. He, too, seems to have been hopeful of ending his
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days with a much-desired salaried position with a public institution such as the

Cathedral of Florence. Unfortunately his one major foray into architectural design, the

construction of the cupola of Santo Spirito, collapsed with disastrous effects.

But Wright is not only dealing with the varied output of a single artist; she is also

grappling with two brothers who worked together for much of their careers. Like most

scholars, she makes it clear that she considers Antonio to be the leader in this part-

nership. But as Wright emphasizes, instead of occupying a purely functional place in

the workshop, Piero refused to be subsumed within his brother’s shadow, receiving

important commissions in his own right and being referred to by one patron as

‘another Praxitiles’.

Indeed, Wright is far more respectful of Piero’s skills than previous scholars,

seeing his citations of Andrea del Castagno’s motifs not as alack of originality but as a

positive accomplishment. Even so, Piero tends to drift in and out of the narrative, and

analogies with North Italian working practices might have been useful in explaining

such collaborations further. In cities such as Milan and Ferrara, for example, it was

reasonably common for independent masters, often related by marriage or blood, to

come together for a specific period of time or for a specific project. Wright points out

that we have no legal agreement for such an arrangement between Piero and Antonio,

but it seems likely that this was the case on a more informal basis. As Janice Shell and

Luke Syson have both argued for Lombardy, the development of a distinctive style –

such as that of the De Predis, Giovan Antonio Amadeo or even of Leonardo himelf –

made it easier to manage this type of collective enterprise.3 Those involved knew what

the finished product was supposed to look like and could adapt their pictorial or

sculptural style accordingly. It also made it possible to take a drawing of, for example,

an elaborately carved wooden frame or sculpted doorway, and hand it over to someone

else to execute. Thus, as Wright is fully aware, while the connoisseur’s focus on an

individual artist may be helpful in teasing apart how such associations functioned,

inevitably it distorts our understanding of what these painters and sculptors were

trying to achieve in their own period.

In addition to her two artists, assistants and multiple sub-contractors, Wright is

also considering two workshops, one based in Florence and one in Rome. The brothers

moved regularly between the cities towards the end of their lives and, given their

output, must have had a large and well-organized set of assistants in both towns. But

unlike Filarete’s earlier inscription on the bronze doors of St Peter’s, which depicted

the artist and his assistants in celebration following their collective endeavour,

Antonio Pollaiuolo hid his collaborators from view. The privileged visitor standing

reverently behind the monumental tomb of Sixtus IV would have been informed

instead that this was ‘The work of Antonio del Pollaiuolo of Florence, famous in silver,

gold, painting and bronze’.

This is fully in keeping with the concept of the maestro di disegno who did not

necessarily have to touch every aspect or stage of production in order to claim a piece as

his own. To manage this challenging variety of achievements, individuals and work-

shops, Wright has subdivided her chapters into focused discussions of discrete projects,

some of which threaten to grow into monographs in their own right and others that

can only be touched upon very briefly. Generally, she uses traditional forms of art-

historical analysis – defining stylistic roots, and identifying visual references – but she

is also very suggestive about patronage networks and the original viewing conditions of
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the brothers’ works. For example, she offers an idea as to how Antonio Pollaiuolo may

have made the transition from metalwork into painting. One of the first attributable

works he produced was an unusual image of the elevation of Mary Magdalene painted

for the small town of Staggia Senese (plate 5.1). Wright carefully puts together the

documentary evidence and genealogies to show how it is likely to have been commis-

sioned by Ser Bindo di Staggia whose great-nephew seems to have married one of

Pollaiuolo’s daughters.4 These personal contacts may have been more important than

any tried and tested ability suggesting that, in good Tuscan fashion, networks of

friendship and family may explain a great deal about artistic opportunities.

In Florence itself, Antonio Pollauiolo used similar networks to establish his

credentials as a painter and sculptor who could provide appropriately up-do-date

biblical and mythological imagery within the city’s republican traditions. He turned

out Davids, Judiths and figures of Hercules in different formats and sizes, all of which

had resonances for the town’s sense of pride in overcoming the tyranny of would-be

princes. There is, as a number of scholars have noted, a certain irony that the main

commissioners of Republican imagery were the Medici family and their supporters

who were working covertly to control Florence.5 This is the case with the Labours of

Hercules created for the Medici palace and the fascinating fresco of the Dancing Nudes at

the Lanfredini villa of La Gallina at Arcetri. Wright’s discussion of this almost ghost-

like cycle is a real tour de force, enhanced by photography of sections of the fresco that

are rarely shown. Connecting the imagery to Flemish engravings, Moorish dancing,

antique cameos, bacchic revels and music, Wright provides a visual and intellectual

context for this once private image of cultural elitism that joined the Lanfredini to

their Medicean contemporaries (plate 5.2).

This is one of many examples of Wright’s sensitive approach to her material. She is

aware of the historical dimension and is excellent at spotting the visual context. But

while she does not spell it out, she also seems to have made a quiet decision to reject

some of the more recent forms of art-historical analysis, avoiding, for example,

questions of homoerotic pleasure in favour of a discussion of villa culture. Similarly,

the chapter on portraiture, which primarily concerns images of women, seems

curiously adrift without a full discussion of gender, particularly given the fact that

some of the most radical work in feminist art history has dealt specifically with these

paintings. Although Patricia Simon’s articles such as ‘Women in Frames’ are discussed

extensively in Wright’s notes, the edgier, more difficult questions that Simons and

other scholars, such as Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, have posed about how women’s

imagery, bodies and possessions were manipulated in the period are avoided in favour

of a more positive narrative of styles of feminine beauty.6

If one can pose a criticism of Wright’s work, it is that it is almost too reticent,

refusing to fight the case for her approach which is neither a full catalogue raisonné

in the traditional sense, nor an exclusive engagement with the historical or social

context. In drawing on both formats she is trying to forge a bridge between the two,

but at the same time, the choices she has made remain hidden off-stage in the foot-

notes. This may make the text flow better, but it also prevents an open debate about

the methodologies deployed.

It seems almost churlish to suggest that the author should have made more of the

theoretical questions she raises, particularly since another reviewer, Laurence Kantor of

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, has already taken Wright to task for not focusing
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exclusively on questions of connoisseurship, providing his own list of corrections and

amendments to her lists of works by the Pollaiuolo.7 If Wright cannot win – being

neither enough of a connoisseur to satisfy curators or enough of a social historian to

win over those who want to know about sexuality and gender – it suggests that we do

need a discussion about what function such monographs provide in the twenty-first

century. Renaissance art used to provide some of the fundamental debates in art

history, but at the moment we have become very quietly and rather politely divided into

two co-existing camps. On the one hand there are historians who use artistic imagery as

a means of gaining access to social communities, such as William Kent or Richard

Goldthwaite, whose works on Medici patronage and the art market respectively have

relatively few illustrations.8 On the other hand, there is a steady flow of catalogues and

exhibitions focusing on individual artists where the primary concern is to discern the

hand of the master. In between these extremes are art historians who are trying to keep

the ‘art’ and ‘history’ sides of Art History in some sort of balance.9 Yet despite this

diversity, we lack a lively debate about how we learn from looking, who decides what is

‘genuine’ for a period in which authenticity meant something very different to what it

does today and, indeed, the value of different approaches to the past.

Thus, while Wright’s work, which is fully deserving of the term ‘monumental’,

will certainly put off anyone thinking of writing their own biography of the Pollaiuolo

in the near future, it is essential reading for those who are interested in potential

directions for the study of Renaissance art more generally. It also has the great merit

of providing material for decades to come for scholars thinking about all aspects of

Florentine visual and material life, from silver tassels to artistic signatures. In sum,

this is a superb book, just don’t drop it or you risk serious damage.

Evelyn Welch

Queen Mary, University of London
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